Faculty News

Honours and Awards

**Ayesha Malhotra**: Teaching and Learning Award
University of Calgary Students’ Union Teaching Excellence Award, 2020-2021

**Catherine Heggerud**: Teaching and Learning Award
2021 University of Calgary Teaching Award for Work-integrated Learning

**Hoi Ching Bernice Cheung**: Teaching and Learning Award
2021 Students’ Union Teaching Excellence Award - Teaching Assistant

---

**Balakrishnan J., Cheng CH, Kenworthy T, Eliasson J.** (2021, Jun.)
Robert Andrews: Teaching and Learning Award
CPA Education Foundation Impact Award

Steven Paget: Teaching and Learning Award
2021 Students’ Union Teaching Excellence Award - Honourable Mention

Appointments

Peggy Hedges was appointed to serve as Secretary for the Executive DBA Council (EDBAC), effective July 1, 2021.
Research Funding

External Funding

Alfred Lehar (PI)
Blockchain Research Institute - Hogeg Blockchain Research Institute
“Systemic Risk in Decentralized Markets”
$5,000 over 2 years

Research Publications

Eyes High Star Journal Articles


Eyes High Journal Articles

Peer-reviewed Articles by Area

Entrepreneurship and Innovation


Finance


Organizational Behaviour and Human Resources


**Strategy and Global Management**


**Book Chapters**


**Business Cases**

Practitioner-oriented Articles


Conference Activity

Conference Presentations


Presented at European Institute for Advance Studies in Management online conference in France on September 24, 2021. Virtual.


Conference Service

Peggy Hedges participated in a special issue professional development workshop, “Hiding in Plain Sight: Strategic Spatial Concealment as an Alternate Path to Wellbeing,” in March 2021 for Organisations.

Yrjo Koskinen chaired the session, “Mutual Funds 2,” and discussed a paper at the Northern Finance Association on September 18, 2021.

Haskayne Hour Presentation

September 21, 2021

Michael Robinson and Terry Rock, President and CEO, Platform Calgary “Enhancing Start-up Successes”

In the Media

Alain Verbeke was featured in the article, “Foreign inputs help create domestic innovation: Research finds foreign investment, imports and licences lead to new products,” by Jennifer Allford, Education News Canada. Jul. 7, 2021.

Alain Verbeke was mentioned in the article, “This is good for the soul: Stampedede worth more than price of admission,” by Licia Corbella, Pressreader, Jul. 10, 2021.

Alfred Lehar was mentioned in the article, “Up to 1 million’ bitcoin processors could be relocated to Alberta from China under energy firm’s proposal,” by Joel Dryden, CBC News, Aug. 10, 2021.
Ari Pandes was interviewed in the article, “Birchcliff the envy of oil and gas mid-caps as it gets set to rejoin TSX index,” by Geoffrey Morgan, Financial Post, Sept. 1, 2021.


Kristen van de Biezenbos was quoted in the article, “Kenney and Trudeau find a sliver of common ground on pipelines — for now,” by Chris Varcoe, Financial Post, Jul. 9, 2021.

Kristen van de Biezenbos was quoted in the article, “Maine pipeline co drops lawsuit over city law that blocked oil export,” by Sebastien Melo, Reuters, Jul. 16, 2021.


Ruth Pogacar was featured in the article, “Feminine names help brands be likeable: Haskayne researcher explore how linguistics influence brand perception,” by Jennifer Allford, Education News Canada, Jul. 6, 2021.

Ruth Pogacar was featured in the article, “How a “feminine brand name advantage” can boost consumer attitudes and choices,” by Genevieve Silk, WARC.


Thomas Holloway was featured in the article, “The Faceoff: TD’s profits surge as Citigroup’s revenues slip — but is the bigger bank still the better bet?” by Chen Liu, The Peterborough Examiner, Jul. 17, 2021.

Thomas Holloway was quoted in the article, “The Faceoff: Laurentian Bank quintuples its net income while Canadian Western Bank sees a 43 per cent gain in profit,” by Chen Liu, Toronto Star, Jul. 3, 2021.

Zhanna Lyubykh and Nick Turner’s research is discussed in the article, “How Do Employees Respond to Abusive Bosses?” by Alan Morantz, Smith Business Insight, Aug. 4, 2021.
Alain Verbeke was quoted in the article, “Foreign knowledge stimulates, rather than hinders, domestic innovation,” by Jennifer Allford, UCalgary News.

Liena Kano was featured in the article, “Haskayne researcher helps family firms flourish with data about good governance,” by Karen Perl-Pollard, UCalgary News.

Oleksiy Osiyevskyy and James Agarwal were quoted in the article, “‘Better way’ for companies to sharpen competitive edge through marketing,” by Doug Ferguson, UCalgary News, Jul. 7, 2021.

Ruth Pogacar was quoted in the article, “Feminine names help brands be likeable,” by Jennifer Allford, UCalgary News, Jul. 12, 2021.

The Conversation Articles

Hershcovis S, Vranjes I, Berdahl JL, Cortina LM, (2021, Aug. 10). Complicity and silence around sexual harassment are common – Cuomo and his protectors were a textbook example. The Conversation.

Post-doctoral Fellow News

Conference Presentations


PhD Student News

Awards

Steve Granger
Outstanding Service Award, Managerial and Organizational Cognition Division of the Academy of Management

Conference Presentations


Conference Service


Karl Schwonik was co-organizer of the New Doctoral Student Consortium Professional Development Workshop at the 2021 Academy of Management meeting, Jul. 30 – Aug. 3, 2021, Virtual.
In the Media


Dissertation Defence


Vaarun Vijairaghavan successfully defended his dissertation, “How Should Information Technology Be Regulated?” on Jun. 28, 2021. Vaarun’s research interests are in IT regulation, platforms and IT investments. Using analytical modelling, his work seeks to inform policymakers about the impact on the IT industry and wider economy of IT regulations or policies. Vaarun is supervised by Barrie Nault.

DBA Student News

Conference Presentations
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